Are you satisfied with your performance? If not, what would you change?

For personal reasons my motivation was lacking and therefore didn't excel in my school work like I usually do.

I need to work on my studying habits.
3.0 gpa.

Better class scheduling, find online classes, more diverse mix of classes, and focus harder.

Better time management, more involvement on campus.

Building more study groups and gaining focus and to not be as intimidated by the courses load.

Change my study habits and focus more on school.

Change study habits. I had some horrible teachers.

Could've studied harder for finals

Cut down on social time and use it to study.

Dedicated more time to studying. Also was unaware of gpa grading scale, would have pushed for a B vs. B- if I would have known.

Earn better grades and work on my study habits by managing my time more efficiently.

Focus a little more time on midterms, so I was not on the border between grades heading into the final.

Get straight A's

Gpa and overall study habits
Higher GPA

how i handled my business communication class

I could managed my time better, have better studying habits. I realized what I needed to do by the end of the semester though

I did horrible on my mid-term because of a bad preparation. If I score slightly better my GPA would be a lot higher.

i didn't have enough time to work and go to school so i let my school work slide. I got two C, and I studied really hard. I just need to study more and read all the chapters in advance.

I need to work on my concentration while studying

I took 21 units and did not have a good professor for two of my classes therefore I felt like I could not succeed.

I want higher grades so more studying is needed.

I want to get better grades and study more

I will be happy with more than 3.80 GPA at SDSU. Probably I need to study more...

I will look for help with my classes.

I would change one of my classes to an A, I feel I could have done better.

I would focus more on my homework and study even more to get the grades I really wanted.

I would have done the hw for the class I got a D in

I would have looked at all the textbooks for my major classes and decided if they looked interesting or not and changed my emphasis prior to the semester starting.
I would have quit my full-time job sooner. Halfway thru the semester I started working 20 hours/week. I could not catch up with the studying for two courses, which I received a 'D' in each of them. However, I was able to pass my other three courses with a 'C' and two 'A's'.

I would have spent more time studying and reviewing.

I would have studied a little more for one of my classes

I would have taken charge when it came to group projects

I would have taken the WPA prior to the semester starting, had I know how important it would be for an Accounting degree.

I would like to get a higher GPA than the one that I got now.

I would not have gone greek. My stress on my financial situation caused me to shut down, as well as, entering a whole new environment both school related and living situation. I felt a need to create/build relationships before I focused on school so that I had support and to not feel alone.

I would not have taken 2 math classes! So hard!

I would put in that extra effort that would have made that small difference in the grades. I also was very distracted when finals came around and struggled on those.

I would spend more time studying and do better on exams.

I would study harder and apply myself more overall. I did learn from my experience and will now change my habits during my remaining semesters.

I would study harder for my exams. My GPA was awful.
I would take less classes

I would want to work on my study skills

I would've spent more time trying to concentrate on the material that seemed to be the hardest in the semester. I will spend more time this next semester studying the material that seems to be the hardest course work and write out more problems.
Increased participation with study groups and other aides.

Join more study groups and spend more time analyzing content in books.

Less time at work in order to study more.

Looking into the professor reviews more and studying way more

More social life. Become more involved.

More study and time management would've gotten me a higher GPA

more study like atmosphere

More studying

More studying and effort

More studying time and more effort.

More time studying, doing my homework on time and not procrastinate

More time understanding the application on concepts rather than just knowing the material.

Need to study more.
Need to study more. Be less lazy. Try to get involved around campus

Nothing

Nothing, the accounting class was a lot of information. I did not have enough time to study, and all I did since the semester started was to study all the time. Overall I am satisfied but I would of liked to have done better by achieving no Cs.

Plan ahead with all task included, School, work, personal life

Prioritize my duties

Read ahead and go to office hours
Some professors weren't as healthy.

spend more study times

Spend more time reading. I was a little lazy this semester.

Study before and after class is needed.

Study habits

Study harder

Study more and pic my classes early so I dont have to crash.

study more balance campus activites with school work

Study more efficient

Study more often, keep up with reading assignments, don't procrastinate

Study more, get hire grades, be more dedicated

Study more, go to office hours

Studying more

Studying skill

Take less classes

Taking Accounting 321 in 7 1/2 week increments was too difficult. Not enough time.

taking not one day a week classes, taking classes earlier in the day

This school demands more independent learning. I need to be more independent and change up the way I study.

Time management
Trouble on focusing.

Work harder and study harder!

Work harder on certain assignments

Would have studied harder